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| DESCRIPTION & CORE FEATURES

• Access the most up to date client information through an integration with Caseload 
Explorer so your data is never stale

• Improved officer safety by displaying Caseload Explorer’s safety alerts and active 
warrant alerts upon viewing a client’s overview in Field

• Built-in, step-by-step audio driving directions from your current location to a client’s 
address for smarter, time-efficient routes*

• Quickly enter a contact event from your mobile device, featuring built-in speech to 
text entry for contact details*

• Automatically sync all contact events recorded in Ce Field with Caseload Explorer

• Manage itineraries for planned field visits and track progress

*Mapping and speech to text features are dependent on built-in mobile device capabilities

Ce Field is designed to promote officer safety and provide mobile access to Caseload 
Explorer’s key supervision functions, allowing Officers to safely perform tasks while 
on-the-go. The core features of Ce Field are described below.
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| SUPPORTED INTERNET BROWSERS & MOBILE DEVICES

Ce Field is accessible from nearly any web-enabled mobile device. It is 
platform-independent, therefore, you will not be required to download the application 
from an app store. Any web browsers that support html5 will provide access to Ce Field. 
The following is a list of devices and browsers that are supported. 

Devices Supported:

•iPhone

•Android

•Windows

•iPad

•Windows Tablets

•Android Tablets

Browsers Supported:

•Google Chrome

•Internet Explorer v. 9 or later
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| CONFIRMING YOUR REGISTRATION

Ce Field is part of the Ce Connect Suite. Before you can access Ce Field, you 
must first complete the registration for Ce Connect. Once you receive the email 
below, simply click “Confirm Now” to set up your password.

OVERVIEW
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| CREATING YOUR PASSWORD

OVERVIEW When completing the Ce Connect registration, a password must be at least 7 
characters long and contain one special character, such as !, @ or #. Once you 
are successfully registered, you will automatically be redirected to the Ce 
Connect login screen. 
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| LOGGING INTO CE FIELD

OVERVIEW

To access Ce Field, go to http://field.ce-connect.com from a 
supported web browser and mobile device. Enter your User Id 
(email address) and password from the Ce Connect login screen. 

Alternatively, you can go to www.ce-connect.com and login using 
your User Id (email address) and password from the Ce Connect 
login screen. Click on the Ce Field icon:        .

Did you forget your password?

If at any time you forget your password or wish to reset it, select 
“Forgot password” located underneath the login fields. This will 
generate an email to you with instructions on how to create a new 
password.

TIP:
To quickly access Ce Field in 
the future, create a shortcut 
or bookmark for 
http://field.ce-connect.com. 
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| CE FIELD HOME PAGE

OVERVIEW

When you log into Ce Field, the home page will be displayed. The 
home page consists of 4 menu options:

1.Itineraries

2.Caseload

3.Find a Client

4.Release Notes

5.Sign out 
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| UNDERSTANDING ITINERARIES

OVERVIEW

Itineraries is a feature that allows an officer to create and manage 
planned field visits for clients assigned to them, or other clients in 
the system. From Itineraries, you can:

1.View the list of itineraries that have been created for “Today” and 
Upcoming itineraries planned for a future date

2.Add a new itinerary for Today or a Future Date

3.Track the progress of how many contacts have been completed or 
are still pending

4.Add clients to an itinerary
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| CREATING AN ITINERARY

STEPS

To create a new itinerary, follow the steps below.

1.Select the “+” icon from the top right of the Itineraries screen.

2.Enter the date of the itinerary. Note: This can be today’s date or a 
date in the future.

3.Select “Save Changes.”
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| ADDING CLIENTS TO AN ITINERARY

STEPS

To add a client to an itinerary, follow the steps below.

1.From the main Itineraries screen, select the itinerary you wish to add 
a client to. 

2.Select the “+” icon from the top right of the Itineraries screen.

3.Search for the client by entering their first name, last name or PIN. 
Once you see their name in the results, select the row.

4.Select the address for the client, or type in an alternate address in the 
“Other” textbox.

5.Select “Save Changes.”
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| CASELOAD EXPLORER ITINERARIES

OVERVIEW
Caseload Explorer v. 5.3 or later includes an Itinerary Module to simplify 
the scheduling, approving, and documenting of an officer’s field visits. 
Once a supervisor approves an officer’s itinerary in Caseload Explorer, 
the itinerary will automatically populate in Ce Field’s Itinerary Module.  
*Note: Only one itinerary per day, per user, can exist in Ce Field.
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|  UNDERSTANDING THE CASELOAD SCREEN

The Caseload screen is available from the home screen. Once you navigate 
to the Caseload screen, you will be presented with a list of active clients 
that are assigned to you in Caseload Explorer. This screen includes the 
following:

1.By default, a list of active clients assigned to you in alphabetical order.

2.The client’s mug shot, name, PIN and classification.

3.How many days since the date of the last in person contact with that 
client and the date it occurred. Note: This is only calculated on completed 
contacts in Ce Field where “Client Present” is “Yes.” If the client does not 
have any completed in person contacts, it will display as “Never” with a 
red label. The label will stay green until 15 days have passed since the last 
contact. After 15 days, the label will change to yellow. If no contact is 
made within 30 days, the label will change to red. 

4.Sort by “Last Contacted” to see the list in order by last in person contact, 
descending order. 

5.Ability to click on a client to navigate to the client overview screen.
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|  UNDERSTANDING FIND A CLIENT

OVERVIEW

Find a Client is available from the home screen. Once you navigate 
to the Find a Client screen, you will be presented with a search box 
that allows you to search for a list of active clients that exist in 
Caseload Explorer. 

STEPS

To search for a client, follow the steps below.

1.From the search box, enter the first name, last name or PIN.  You 
must enter at least 3 characters in order to see search results.

2.Once you see their name in the results, select the row to navigate 
to their client overview screen.
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|  UNDERSTANDING THE CLIENT OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

The Client Overview is accessible by clicking on a client’s name from 
either an itinerary, Find a Client search, or Caseload list. Once you 
navigate to the Client Overview screen, you will be presented with 
important information from data that exists in Caseload Explorer. By 
default, the Client Overview will display the following:

1.Client Mug Shot.

2.Client Id#, Risk, DOB, Ht/Wt, date of last in person contact recorded in 
Ce Field, Caseload name, Officer and Officer’s phone number.

3.Safety alert from Caseload Explorer.

4.Ability to complete a contact by selecting “Add Contact.”

5.Ability to access other tabs of information (Info and Description).

6.Ability to access a menu for additional options by selecting the menu 
icon from the top right of the screen.
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|  FLAG WARNINGS – ACTIVE WARRANT FLAG

OVERVIEW

The ‘Active Warrant’ flag will appear if the client has any active 
warrants within Caseload Explorer. 
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|  FLAG WARNINGS – SEX OFFENDER FLAG
OVERVIEW
The ‘Sex Offender’ flag will appear if the client is designated as a sex 
offender within Caseload Explorer. The Sex offender status can be 
altered from one of two locations in Caseload Explorer:
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|  FLAG WARNINGS – CONDITIONS

OVERVIEW

If a client has an effective condition in Caseload Explorer for drug 
testing, unrestricted search and/or stay away (NCW), a flag will 
appear for each of these conditions on the client overview screen in 
Ce Field.
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|  FLAG WARNINGS – INACTIVE FLAG

OVERVIEW

The ‘Inactive’ flag will appear on the Client’s Overview if he/she is 
assigned to a closed caseload in Caseload Explorer. 
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|  EDITING THE CLIENT’S SAFETY INFORMATION 

The Safety Information that is displayed will be the same 
warnings/alert that is displayed in Caseload Explorer. Any changes 
made in Ce Field to the safety message will update the 
warnings/alert information in Caseload Explorer, shown below. 

STEPS

To edit the Safety Information, follow the steps below.

1.From the Safety tab, select “Edit Safety Information.”

2.Enter the text in the Warnings and Safety Information text box.

3.Click “Save.”
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|  ENTERING A CLIENT CONTACT 

OVERVIEW

The Add Contact button is available from the Client Overview screen. 
Once it is selected, you are presented with the New Contact screen. After 
your changes are saved, the contact is populated in Caseload Explorer. 

STEPS
To enter a contact, follow the steps below.

1.From the Client Overview, select the “Add Contact” button.

2.Select the contact type from the drop-down list.

3.If the client was present, select Yes. If the client was not present, 
select No.

4.If the client was not present, indicate if this is a Failure to Report.

5.If there are collateral contacts, select “Participants” to enter which 
type of collateral contacts and how many.

6.Enter the contact details. Note: Utilize your device’s built in speech to 
text option.

7.Click “Save Changes.”
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| CASELOAD EXPLORER: POPULATING THE CONTACT EVENT

OVERVIEW When a contact is entered in Ce Field, this data is automatically populated in 
Caseload Explorer to reduce duplicate data entry and save time. Under the 
“Events” tab from the client’s property sheet in Caseload Explorer, the completed 
contact events from Ce Field will be recorded. These will be shown as entered by 
the Officer’s name who completed the Ce Field contact. 
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|  ACCESSING ADDITIONAL TABS FROM CLIENT OVERVIEW

Select the Info tab to see the 
client’s most recent contact info, 
such as Email, Phone Number and 
Address. Tap the Address to 
utilize your device’s mapping 
features.

Select the Description tab to see 
the client’s most recent physical 
characteristics, such as Race, 
Gender, Hair Color, Eye Color and 
Ethnicity. 

Select the Menu icon to access 
other options, such as the Home 
Screen, Itineraries, Caseload list, 
Conditions, Charges, Body Marks 
and Vehicle Information. 

INFO TAB DESCRIPTION TAB MENU TAB
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|  ASSOCIATES

OVERVIEW

The Associates list is populated with the client’s associates in 
Caseload Explorer. It is accessible from the Menu button on the 
Client Overview screen, which is located in the top right of the 
screen. Once you select “Associates” from the menu on the left, you 
will be navigated to the list of people associated to the client in 
Caseload Explorer. From the Associates screen, the following is 
included:

1.Ability to see a listing of “All Associates,” divided into two groups: 
“Other Clients” which are associates that are also clients in Caseload 
Explorer and “Other Associates” where people who are not clients 
in Caseload Explorer are displayed. 

2.Ability to view associates that the client “Lives With” by selecting 
the “Lives With” tab. 

3.Ability to select any of the associates listed to see their information 
and overview.
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|  CONTACT INFO – ADDRESSES

Once you have selected the menu icon, you will then have the option 
to select the ‘Contact Info’ tab which includes all current and 
historical documented addresses for each client from Caseload 
Explorer. The primary address will be displayed at the top with a star 
icon (    )to the right of the address. The addresses will also display 
any notes that have been populated in Caseload Explorer. Note: 
Historical Addresses display as ‘Inactive.’ 
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|  CONTACT INFO – PHONE NUMBERS

Phone numbers will also be accessed from the ‘Contact Info’ tab within 
the menu. Similar to addresses, a star icon (    ) will display to the right of 
the primary phone number for the client. All current and historical phone 
numbers from Caseload Explorer will be listed in this view. Note: 
Historical phone numbers display as ‘Inactive.’
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|  ACTIVE CONDITIONS

Once you have selected the menu icon, you will then have the option 
to select the ‘Conditions’ tab which includes all conditions associated 
with each case for a client from Caseload Explorer. These conditions 
will be grouped and displayed by case number in Ce Field. 
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|  ACTIVE CHARGES

Once you have selected the menu icon, you will then have the 
option to select the ‘Charges’ tab which includes charges associated 
with a client from Caseload Explorer. In this view, charges will only 
appear on active cases. The charges that will appear are territory 
specific and include the following:

California Customers:

- Conviction charges on an adult case
- Sustained charges on a petition
- Referral charges on a referral if the referral is not linked to a 
petition

New York Customers:

- Conviction charges on a criminal case folder
- Adjudication charges on a family case folder
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|  BODY MARKS (SCARS, MARKS AND TATTOOS) 

Once you have selected the menu icon, you will then have the 
option to select the ‘Body Marks’ tab which includes descriptions of 
scars, marks and tattoos that have been entered in Caseload 
Explorer.

OVERVIEW
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|  VEHICLE INFORMATION

Once you have selected the menu icon, you will then have the option 
to select the ‘Vehicles’ tab which includes information about the 
vehicles owned or driven by a client along with any notes that have 
been entered about a vehicle in Caseload Explorer. 

OVERVIEW
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COPYRIGHT
© 2016 AutoMon, LLC. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without the prior written consent of 
AutoMon, 6621 North Scottsdale Rd, Scottsdale, AZ 85258.

COMMENTS
Your feedback is important to us and will help us to provide the most accurate and high quality information possible in our 
documentation. Send us comments or suggestions by e-mail to support@automon.com. 

CHANGES
The material in this document is for information only and is subject to change without notice. AutoMon makes no representation or 
warranty, expressed or implied, as to its completeness, accuracy, or suitability, and assumes no liability resulting from errors or 
omissions in this document or from the use of the information contained herein. AutoMon reserves the right to make changes in the 
product design without reservation and without notification to its users.

CONTACT
AutoMon, LLC 
6621 North Scottsdale Rd
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
Phone: 480.368.8555
Fax: 480.718.7322

For Technical Support, visit http://www.automon.com/contact-us 

For Product Information, visit http://www.automon.com/solutions

| ADDITIONAL SUPPORT & CONTACT INFORMATION
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